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 CORRESPONDENCE.

 Joris Carolus and Edge Island.

 IN an article published in the Journal for June, 1901, and reprinted in a revised
 form in his book ' No Man's Land,' lately issued by the Cambridge University
 Press, Sir Martin Conway discusses the voyage of Joris Carolus to Spitsbergen in
 1614, and comes to the conclusion that, though no specific claim to that effect was
 ever made by him, the Dutch navigator is to be credited with the original dis-
 covery, in that year, of the island since known as Edge island, from its reputed
 discoverer, Captain Thomas Edge, who reached it two years later.

 The chief authority for this idea is the map drawn by Carolus,* on which
 certain lands are represented to the south-east of Spitsbergen, coupled with the fact
 that Carolus is known to have been bent on discovery during the 1614 voyage,
 and that his movements after August 9 have not been recorded. These considera-
 tions certainly point to the possibility that Edge island was discovered in 1614;
 but before definitely transferring the credit from Edge to Carolus, ought we not to
 consider whether the map in question is incapable of any other explanation ?

 On this map, two land-masses are drawn, separated by sounds from the
 western main island of Spitsbergen and from each other. While the more
 westerly is marked "Onbekende Cust," that to the east bears the name Marfyn
 (or Morfyn?), a corruption of the Matsyn of earlier maps, itself based on vague
 information respecting a " Matthew's land " in the Novaya Zemlya region. Now,
 if Marfyn really represents Edge island, it is placed some 18? too far east (relatively
 to the main island), while if the " Onbekende Cust" is considered to represent
 Whale's Head of Edge island (why, in this case, should it be called "onbe-
 kende "?), the extension in longitude cf that island becomes no less than 30?,
 instead of the 4? which it has in reality. May it not be that the two lands in
 question are merely copied from earlier maps of the type represented by Hoeius'

 map of 1600, and that of Hondius in Pontanus' History of Amsterdam' (1611),
 in which there is an indication of land (without name) between Matsyn and
 Spitsbergen, corresponding with Carolus' "Onbekende Cast," except in so far as
 the latter has received an extension of area ?

 That cartographers did not scruple to give a fairly detailed representation
 of lands inserted from hearsay, need not be insisted on,f while even as regards its
 form, Marfyn seems suggested by the earlier delineations of Matsyn. Again, even
 granting that Matsyn was generally connected by cartographers with Spitsbergen
 rather than with Novaya Zemlya, this would seem to supply an additional
 argument against the identification of Marfyn with Edge island, for if such a
 connection was commonly supposed to exist before the date of Carolus' map,
 this explorer would merely be following precedent in showing the coasts as he did,
 and there is no need to suppose personal knowledge on his part. Later identi-
 fications of Marfyn or Marsyn with Edge island would naturally be suggested by
 his own map.

 Besides the strange silence of Carolus in regard to his supposed discovery, the
 fact that he was said to have "advanced his voyage towards the north pole,"

 * Reproduced in part in the Journal, vol. 17, p. 625, and in' No Man's Land,' p. 331.
 t An instance is the fictitious Ye des Geants in the Southern Indian ocean in

 Desceliers' map of 1546, which is shown witl various rocks and shoals round its coast.
 If it be said that this really represents Zanzibar, shifted from its true position, equally
 well might Marfyn represent some real, but misplaced, portion of the Novaya Zemlya
 coast.
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